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A study in the conversion between P-wave velocity and
density models of Yunlin and Chiayi areas, Taiwan

*Ya-Yun Ku1, Strong Wen1, Chieh-Hung Chen2 (1.Institute of Seismology, National Chung-Cheng
University Minhsiung, Chiayi, Taiwan, 2.Institute of Geophysics &Geomatics, China University of
Geosciences, Wuhan, China)
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According to the assumption that there is a simple linear relationship between P-wave velocity and rock
density, we can find the empirical conversion formula in the approach of linear regression, such as
&rho;=a+b&times;VP . In order to find the adequate empirical velocity-density conversion formula, we
follow the previous empirical formulas and compare to the geological structure simultaneously.
Moreover, we can obtain the more precise density model by utilizing different conversion formula for
different depth in each geological block. In this study, different velocity models of Taiwan provided by
previous studies are turned into density models from the conversion formula, and the theoretical
Bouguer gravity anomaly value is also calculated through the 2D forward modeling to reveal the lateral
variation in profiles. To survey the crustal structure in Yunlin and Chiayi areas, Taiwan, we conducted
the accurate gravity measurements in our study area by using the CG-5 relative gravity meter, and
combined the gravity data recorded from Chung Hsing Surveying Company, Taiwan. After the standard
gravity correction procedure, we can obtain the Bouguer gravity anomaly map. The result shows that our
formulas can effectively convert the initial velocity models to density models which are correspond to
the observed Bouguer gravity anomaly. Meanwhile, the results indicate that there is the relative high
gravity anomaly in Chiayi area, which is consistent to the high magnetic anomaly in previous study. The
phenomena might be the ancient basalt flow which was related to the Penghu volcanic activities. Finally,
the results can provide the important parameters for different research such as the simulation of
seismic wave propagation and the assessment of earthquake disaster in the future.


